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The Sorcerer’s Apprentice-The Movie Collection! (Arranged by Richard Bradley, Bradley 

Publications) 

 Familiar (if not, then good excuse for student to go discover something new) 

 Could discuss during interpretation decisions 

~also piece publishing gives student and teacher more leeway for decisions in dynamics, 

choreography, artistry  

 Staccato = wrist bouncing (prep exercise) 

~also staccato g minor scales 

 Movement of left hand intervals (prep exercise?) 

 Pencil Power 

~measure numbers 

~refrain/repeat/coda sign 

~different rhythm in RH (m. 17) 

~creating their own dynamics 

 CPT 

~2/1 for RH in beginning practicing 

~hands separate 

~GF for m. 12 section 

 Tempo goal = 112 equals dotted quarter 

 Accidentals/almost modal = different sound for their ears 

Sheherazade- Album for the Young Op. 68 for the piano (Willard A. Palmer ed., Alfred 

Masterwork) 

 Story of Sheherazade = captivate student, really bring out melody and purpose in melody 
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 Great for lyricism, legato, bringing out melody, suspension for more advanced students 

 Crossed out a lot of the broken chords, added a little more pedal 

 A minor scale going up = LH plays whole notes up, RH plays broken triad with top note 

holding while other two notes are alternated (prep exercise) 

 Pencil Power 

~circle pedal markings 

~no repeats 

~dynamics 

~ritardando, fermatas 

 CPT 

~2/1 = RH plays top of melody, LH plays other part in RH part 

~separate melody, play by alone, play everything else by itself (both hands) 

~blocking = m. 17 & similar sections 

 Tempo goal = quarter equals 76 (due to jumping around and difficulty in separating 

melody) 

Tale of the Turtle Doves-Schroeder’s First Recital Encores (John Welch ed., Peanuts Piano 

Books) 

 Bouncy, simple tune, simple LH 

 A minor scale ascending for RH (. . slur . . ) (prep exercise) 

 LH staccato chords going up a minor scale, pattern like m. 1, 2, etc. (prep exercise) 

 Form = ABABC coda 

 Pencil Power 

~overall, like the publishing/editing 
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~dynamics 

~accents 

~pedaling 

~tempo changes, measure numbers 

 CPT 

~separate hands first 

~AAG = m. 5-7 

~GF =m. 21-22 

~hands on lid = m. 26-27 (LH rest), also circle 

 Tempo goal = quarter equals 120 

Tales from the Vienna Woods-My Favorite Solo Album (Maxwell Eckstein ed., Carl Fischer) 

 Waltzes are fun to play! = natural feel, happy melody, could make a fun story out of this 

~Vienna history 

~phrasing 

 F major = waltz on LH (I, V7, I, IV, I, I V7, I) and F major scale in RH, shaping and 

pedaling (prep exercise) 

 Pencil Power 

~D.S. al Fine, D.S., Fine 

~making some dynamics, circle all others 

~key change 

~clef changes 

~measure numbers 
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 CPT 

~2/1 = LH waltz feel 

~GF = m. 10-11, 64-65 

~block LH m. 31 

 Tempo goal = at least dotted half equals 60, maybe more 

Dance of the Elves-Lyric Pieces Op. 12 and 38 (Grieg, Alfred Masterwork) 

 Very sprightly, fun to play because of chords and melody going back and forth & sudden 

dynamic changes, fun ending 

 Being able to switch from legato to staccato = prep exercise w/ e minor scale 

~also e minor harmonic and melodic = could use to reinforce different minor scales 

 Sometimes quick change in dynamics, requires paying close attention 

 Hands together = hands apart would be far too difficult visually  

 Jumps (prep exercises) 

~m. 6, 17, 18, 64 to 65 

 Pencil Power 

~dynamics 

~pedal markings 

~after further study of the piece, m. 65 change in pattern 

 CPT 

~begin by blocking all m. 3 similar sections 

~m. 3 = GB 

~m. 25 section = trills 

 Tempo goal = quarter equals 130 
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The Abandoned Palace-Anthology of Piano Music: Impressionstic (Ibert, Alfred Masterwork) 

 Side note = ending notes are B and F sharp (straight pedal) 

 Very impressionistic, great for rep list, good for the ear (something they have never heard 

before) 

 Either really like it or not = may use this piece as a choice for certain students, others I 

might want to have them do it to increase rep experiences 

 Nice to play = slow, similar patterns esp. in chords 

 Start by reading main melody & counting in areas where tonal chords come in 

 REALLY teach pedaling 

 Chromatic major and minor chords going up the keyboard = listen to difference between 

actual scale and be used to moving around by chord (prep exericise) 

~may think jumps for prep exercises, but CPT for those because they’re all different 

 Pencil Power 

~tempo changes = depending on student, might not do them all 

~dynamics 

 CPT 

~all jumps = m. 5 beginning to section, m. 13 “     “, m. 29 to 31 

~GF for all similar measures 

 Tempo goal = quarter equals 65 (slower to give student chance to bring out melody 

properly) 

Other Thoughts 

 Reception 
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~parents bring food, maybe decorate 

~food correlates to fairy tales = apple strudel (Tales), pumpkin pie (Cinderella), bob for 

apples (Snow White), etc. 

 Attire = depending on age of students overall and individually, costume to accompany 

piece? 


